
China made headlines around the world

last year with a major climate pledge – to

go carbon neutral by 2060. This is later

than other countries – Sweden has

pledged to reach this goal by 2045, and

the UK by 2050 – but is still a promising

target for the country that has consumed

more coal than the rest of the world put

together, every year since 2011.

But how are these promises translating

into action? China’s five-year economic

plan, published in March 2021, set out

slightly higher targets than the previous

five-year period. Critics have questioned

the lack of hard measures – like a ban on

new coal power plants, or a cap on

emissions – arguing that these are crucial

steps in the road to neutrality by 2060.

However, China does have one distinct

advantage when it comes to tackling the

climate crisis. A legal system able to hold

polluters to account.  
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1. Using law to fight climate change

When I founded ClientEarth in 2007,

Europe was lacking in lawyers who put

the planet first. This is what ClientEarth

does – we use the power of the law to

protect people and the environment.

We took the UK Government to court

over air pollution, and won. We took

the EU to court for blocking cases that

protect nature, and won. We helped

eight indigenous people sue Australia

over climate change failures, and

secured funding to protect their homes

from flooding – now we’re waiting for

the UN to give its verdict on the case.

Time and again, we have proven that

law is an essential tool with which to

defend the planet. China saw this, and

took notice. The Chinese Government

invited me to discuss how they could

create a green legal system, and

Chinese courts were keen to learn how

the law deals with environmental

protection in Europe. 

After much fruitful exchange of

information, we took the next step, and

ClientEarth opened its Beijing office in

2016. As the only NGO in China with a

primary focus on environmental law,

we have a unique perspective to talk

about what China is doing on climate

change – legally.

2. How does a legal safety net

protect the climate?

China’s new Environmental Protection

Law was roundly welcomed by the

environmental community, as it gave

the courts more of a meaningful role in

protecting the planet.

The main points of the law getting

people excited were on disclosure of

environmental information, and

letting the public bring green cases

to court.

The new law ruled that local

authorities and central government

must publicly disclose information

on the environment, with the

authorities needing a good reason

not to share information. This

means, for example, that once local

climate targets are set, people will

see whether local governments are

meeting their climate

commitments - and hold them to

account if they’re not. 

This new access to information was

also critical for the second major

change – when NGOs were given

access to the courts to bring

environmental cases. Having access

to the court is nothing if you don’t

have the information you need to

build a case, so these two changes

are the central pillars of China’s fight

to protect nature and, by extension,

the climate. 

Laws are no good if they are not

enforced. 

Recognising this, we worked with the

Chinese Supreme People’s Court,

helping train judges and lawyers in the

prosecution of environmental law. We

brought in international experts and

have to date worked with hundreds of

judges and prosecutors.

3. How does it work in practice?

The Sembcorp Water Company

provides sewage treatment for

polluters in the Nanjing Chemical

Industrial Park. Between 2014 and

2017, it used concealed pipes, falsified

data and illegal methods to pump

tons of polluted water and dangerous

waste into the Yangtze River. 

When found guilty, the penalties

ranged from a fine of CNY 50 million

(almost £8 million USD) for the

company, to six years in prison plus

personal fines for people at the heart

of the scandal. This case has huge

significance for punishing and

deterring environmental crimes,

ensuring the effective restoration of

ecosystems and pushing companies to

be greener, as well as encouraging

shareholders to take responsibility for

environmental protection.
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The Inner Mongolia Fufeng

Biotechnology Company had defective

air pollution treatment facilities from

day one. With the extension of the

urban areas of Hohhot City, the

number of people affected by Fufeng’s

dangerous emissions grew. In 2018

local prosecutors investigated, acting

on a tip off from the public. They

confirmed that the company was

illegally polluting the air, issuing a fine

of CNY105.6 million ($12 million USD).

They also called on the local

government’s Environmental

Protection Bureau to better regulate

Fufeng. The Bureau duly handed down

a second fine and forced the company

to reduce production. This joint effort

achieved better results than a lawsuit

alone, and shows the potential of legal

tools to protect the climate.

There are also signals from the central

government to other authorities in

China that the leadership is serious

about climate action. 

A recent example of this is a report

earlier this year from central

government inspectors, which

rebuked officials at the National

Energy Administration for failing to

feature environmental protection

and low carbon energy in its energy

planning decisions. 

This was a highly unusual step and

widely interpreted as a message

from President Xi Jinping that the

central government expects action

at all levels to match national

ambitions. Clearly, China is taking

steps to clean up its act at home.

But what about its influence

overseas?

One signal of its climate intentions

comes from Bangladesh, where Beijing

recently said it will not fund coal mines

or power plants. The Financial Times

reports that a letter to Bangladesh’s

Ministry of Finance read: “The Chinese

side shall no longer consider projects

with high pollution and high energy

consumption”. 

In February, Bangladesh scrapped

plans for nine new coal plants amid

fears about the rising cost of coal, and

this further signal from China adds

weight to those arguing that coal

power is dead.

China’s international
climate influence

China’s Belt and Road Initiative is a

multi-billion dollar investment

programme in countries around the

world. With so much money at

stake, it has huge potential to drive

low-emission infrastructure – or to

worsen the climate crisis. The

Chinese government has invited

ClientEarth to help design a

mechanism to green the Belt and

Road, and this work is now well

under way.

What does this mean for the
UK?

China’s 2060 net zero carbon pledge

took many in the international

community by surprise, coming as it

did before the US presidential elections

in November last year. As a statement

of intent, its power was increased by its

timing. Beijing was signalling that, no

matter the outcome of the elections in

the US, it was committed to climate

action. 

President Biden has sent his own

strong signals about action on climate

change since his arrival in office in

January. The US – China joint

declaration on climate change which

was signed last weekend shows that

both sides are ready to cooperate on

climate change, possibly marking a

turning point in the most important

bilateral relation in the world today. 

The days of isolationism are over and

global leaders are in a unique position

to provide joint leadership on tackling

climate change.
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James launched ClientEarth in 2007,

sparking fundamental change in the way

environmental protections are made and

enforced across Europe. Now operating

globally, ClientEarth uses advocacy,

litigation and research to address the

greatest challenges of our time – including

nature loss, human health and social

justice.

In the last decade alone, his creative and

critical-thinking has shaped an EU-wide

law banning illegally harvested rainforest

timber, won numerous cases against

governments for failing to tackle air

pollution, and blocked the largest coal

plant in Europe. He and his team of not-

for-profit lawyers use the most effective

tool in the arsenal for change, the law.

The New Statesman has named James as

one of 10 people who could change the

world. The Lawyer has picked him as one

of the top 100 lawyers in the UK and he

was named as one of the 1,000 most

influential people in London.

He has won Leader of the Year at the

Business Green Awards three times and

was awarded Charity Leader of the Year in

2020. The Financial Times awarded him its

Special Achievement accolade at the FT

Innovative Lawyers Awards. James can be

heard on a diverse mix of broadcast, print

and multimedia including Channel 4, BBC

Radio 3 & 4, TEDx and The Guardian.

The UK Government, in hosting COP,

the world’s biggest climate meeting

later this year, has an opportunity to

lead but also to help bring these major

climate players to the table to increase

ambition and action. 

China’s green legal system also shines a

light on the UK’s own efforts to allow –

or block – court cases that protect the

environment. 

The UK will be keen to avoid

embarrassment in relation to projects

which contradict its own laudable

rhetoric on climate action, such as the

recent furore over the proposed coal

mine in Cumbria. 

In an embarrassing defeat for the

government, a judge recently ruled

that plans to build a third runway at

Heathrow went against the advice of its

own Climate Change Committee. This

ruling has since been overturned but

campaigners have vowed to continue

challenging the plan at every stage. 

We are far from a consistent

approach to tackling climate

change, and the examples above

show the complexity and difficulty

of the task facing governments. 

In setting a 2060 deadline to go

carbon neutral, China has planted

an ambitious flag in the ground,

encouraging other countries to

show ambition and Beijing’s

overhaul of green legal protections

can only be viewed as a good thing.

But its hesitancy to raise its interim

targets has seen some question its

resolve. 

More importantly, China will now

need to translate its commitments

into real-world emission reductions.

This is where the rubber meets the

road.

Ultimately, a combination of firm

targets, strong laws and serious

ambition are essential for every

government in the world.

Climate challenges 
ahead
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